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SITE PHOTOS

Fig.1: Shore base crew with Total Station

Fig. 2: Divers position Leica 360 degree prism for detail point shot
Of power plant exhaust grate 132 feet from shore.

Fig. 3: Diver holding Leica 360 degree prism over intake barrel
740 feet from shore.
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Fig. 4: Power plant intake crib with pipe 1289 feet from shore.

Fig. 5: Diver on crib preparing to deploy surface marker buoy
used to position Leica 360 degree prism on the surface
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Fig. 6: Waterworks plant intake barrel 740 feet from shore.

Fig. 7: Metal tent-like structure, power plant intake 260 feet from shore.

Fig.8: Example of union on pipeline
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INTRODUCTION
Located in west arm of Grand Traverse Bay, just off Traverse City, Michigan is a
structure known as the “Pipeline.” Before this project was initiated it was believed that the
Pipeline was the remains of a water intake and outflow system that once served the
decommissioned Bayside Power Plant and that there were no additional structures associated
with this underwater industrial site. After completing the research, it had been determined that
this location consists of pipes and other structures, a large metal grate and a large tent-like
metal structure used as water intakes and outflows for the now decommissioned Bayside
Power Plant and the Traverse City Waterworks. There are no features above the water’s
surface which would allow the casual observer to locate the exact position of these pipelines.
This project is being undertaken as a personal project in order to bring attention to a
significant industrial archaeology cultural resource which currently is poorly understood by
the local scuba divers and fishermen who frequent the site. This industrial archaeological site
may offer many recreational opportunities to a variety of stakeholders. This project will
position fix the pipelines and record their exact coordinates using a GPS. It will also survey
the length of each pipeline and position-fix associated structures using a Total Station. The
size of the grate, tent-like structure, and cribs at the end of each pipe will be determined using
direct measurement.
The primary goals of this project are to:
1. Learn how to complete underwater survey on a relatively safe site.
2. Learn to use survey equipment correctly.
3. Allow participants who are non-divers to benefit from completing shore recording
operations.
4. Allow participants to learn to work together as a team to accomplish archaeological
research in a safe and enjoyable manner.
5. Contribute to NMC’s commitment to water studies in Grand Traverse Bay.
6. Publish the project result in a monograph, the NASMC.com website, in the NMC
Osterlin library, and in a single page flyer.
The key research questions to be answered by this project are:
1. “Where is the pipeline and the associated structures, exact location, expressed in
GPS coordinates?
2. What are the dimensions of the pipeline and the associated structures?
3. What purpose did these structures associated with the pipeline serve?
The participants in this project were: Ian Cundy, safety officer. Art Gibson, project director.
Ryan Fly, Joe Kinney, Ben Ritt, Derrick Thomas, Zach Patterg, Zac Zowak, Circe Wilson,
divers. Joe Kinney, boat owner and operator. Dr. Mark Holley, advisor. Josh Hamra, Nancy
Jaroh, Alexandria Schwind, shore station personnel. Todd Brown, historian. Mark Gleason,
ROV operator.
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LOCATION OF PROJECT:
The general location of this site is well known to local divers and fishermen. . The
Grand Traverse Bay Underwater Preserve’s brochure, named Grand Traverse Bay Area Dive
Sites, lists the Pipeline as located at, “Grandview Pkwy. E. of volleyball courts, W. of Clinch
Park.”
Access to the pipeline is gained by utilizing a parking lot 200 yards west of Union
Street and Grandview Parkway on the north side of Grandview Parkway in Traverse City,
Michigan. From the parking lot descend a series of steps to the beach. The Pipeline is located
in an easterly direction from the beach. This is a public beach and public water. No
permission is required.
The pipeline project is located in Clinch Park on West Grandview Parkway, on West
Bay in downtown Traverse City, MI, zip code 49684, USA. GPS coordinates 44.765785 85.621715

Fig 9: North America, Great Lakes, Grand Traverse region
www.kidsmaps.com/geography/united+states/topographical (2014)
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Fig 10: Arrow shows Grand Traverse Bay pipeline vicinity
www.andersonaerialphotography.com 2013

Fig 11: Arrow’s show approximate location of the pipeline Traverse City, Michigan
The northern end of the pipelines extend a quarter mile from the shore, beyond the photo’s edge.
www.andersonaerialphotography.com 2013
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Fig 12: Bayside Power plant 1990’s
http://www.otwellmawby.com/bayside.html 2005

Fig 13: Bayside Power Plant demolition
http://www.otwellmawby.com/bayside.html 2005
After over 133 years, the Waterworks and the Bayside Power Plant are gone Where they once
stood is now a site dedicated to use as a waterfront park for the Grand Traverse region.
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HISTORY OF THE UNDERWATER PIPELINE:
In 1878, Henry Campbell initiated his plan to build the first waterworks system in
Traverse City, Michigan. In 1881, Henry Campbell built the first ever waterworks in Traverse
City, Michigan at the current site of the Open Space. Campbell had seven miles of hollowed
out pine logs used as water pipes that were covered with saw dust, tar, and iron hoops to
preserve and strengthen them. By 1900 Campbell and Sons Waterworks Company could not
meet the demands or needs of Traverse City’s growing customer base and was sold to the City
of Traverse City. This is how the Traverse City Water Department was born. Over many years
the hollowed out pine logs were “gradually replaced by cast iron pipes to reduce water system
leaks.” (www.tclp.org/AboutTCLP/History)
In 1928, the first steam turbine was installed at the Traverse City Waterworks building
which became the site of the bayside power plant. In 1996 the bayside power plant became the
first “Michigan municipal electric utility to install a utility scale wind turbine.” In 2005 the
bayside power plant was parted out and sold. What remained has been demolished.
Limitations in its power support to a growing population and Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission requirements and regulations rendered it not economically feasible to keep the
power plant in operation. (www.tclp.org/AboutTCLP/History
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ORAL HISTORY:
Steve Raths, dive master at Scuba North, provided information about the site. He
stated that in addition to the pipelines there were two other structures in the area, a grate and a
tent-like structure and gave general details as to their location. He also provided contacts to
two commercial divers who had done maintenance on the pipes, Tom Donley and Bob
Anderson.
Tom Donley identified the grate as the water discharge structure for the power plant.
He identified the tent-like structure as the water intake structure for the power plant. Donley
said they called it the “Big House.” He along with another commercial diver, Bob Anderson,
cleaned the 42 inch intake pipe that lies below the sandy bottom and connects to the “Big
House.” They entered the pipe from the pump room below the power plant. Donley did not
know what purpose the three pipes above the lake bed served.
Bob Anderson, formerly of R. F. Anderson Underwater Consultants, provided details
concerning the three pipes. The shortest one, pipe #1 that ends in a barrel-type structure was
used as a water intake for the Waterworks plant. The top of the structure has many holes, now
covered with seaweed. These holes probably served as filters. The two long pipes that end in
cribs were used as secondary intakes for the power plant. Anderson recounted that he placed
steel grating over the cribs to replace original rick rack. Anderson also recounted patching the
pipes when they suffered damage from ships striking them. Anderson stated that the two lines
are 24 inches and 36 inches in diameter. He confirmed Donley’s story of entering the 42 inch
pipe to clean it. Anderson added that they had to remove sand that filtered into the pump
room.
On an assessment dive a large dent was noticed in one of the pipes. This dent was not
noted on the survey dive. During future research the team proposes to locate the dent and
examine it when dive operations are completed.
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SURVEY DIARY AND METHODOLOGY:
SITE ANALYSIS:
This is an abandoned industrial pipeline site consisting of three separate pipes, a tentlike structure, and a grate. The function of the grate and the tent-like structure were
ascertained by interviewing commercial divers who were hired to maintain the site. The grate
is the western most structure located 132 feet north of the seawall. Moving east the tent-like
structure is 22 feet east of the grate and 260 feet north of the seawall. There are three pipes
east of the tent-like structure. The western-most pipe emerges from the bottom, 158 feet from
the seawall (This is pipe 3 on the assessment survey). The next pipe east (pipe 2) emerges
from the bottom at 147 feet from the seawall. The most eastern pipe (pipe 1) emerges from the
bottom, 228 feet north of the seawall. This pipe continues in a northerly direction to end in a
barrel-like object 740 feet north of the seawall. Pipe two ends in a crib, 1289 feet from the
seawall. Pipe one ends in a crib, 1275 feet from the seawall. This is 0.24 of a mile.
Commercial divers provided details that these pipes supplied the Bayfront Power Plant and
the Traverse City Waterworks.
It can be concluded that five structures exist north of the seawall in West Grand
Traverse Bay, the grate, the tent-like structure, and the three pipelines. The east/west extent of
the site is 313 feet from the grate to the easternmost pipe. The length of the pipeline from
where pipe # 2 emerges from the sand to the cribs is 1128 feet. The grate is 22 feet to the tentlike structure. The tent-like structure is 24 feet from the westernmost pipe. (pipe # 3) Where
the pipes emerge from the bottom the distance between pipe 1 and 2 is 53 feet and between
pipe 2 and 3 is 51 feet.
WATER OPERATIONS: The initial assessment surveys had to wait for the ice to
leave the site. On May 30 and June 4, 2014 Art Gibson conducted assessment dives using
scuba. The survey (See Appendix K) located all structures except the cribs. The cribs were not
attempted due to water temperature, no boat being available, and safety considerations with
the amount of air available. The cribs had been visually verified in August 2013 by Art
Gibson during a dive unassociated with this project.
July 19, 2014 the team assembled for the safety briefing. The team was divided into a
shore team and a water team.
The water team first snorkeled the near shore site locating the grate, the tent-like
structure, and the three pipes where they emerged from the bottom. Survey using Total Station
and a Leica 360 degree faceted prism was conducted on all locations.
The next step was for the dive team to board the pontoon boat and position over the
barrel-like structure. The structure was located by snorkeling from shore to its location. Being
too deep to use the Prism stick, a diver maintained position by finning and holding the Leica
360 degree Prism. The point was taken.
The diver boarded the boat and it returned to shore. A ROV was placed on the boat
and a remote survey of the pipeline was conducted from the barrel-like structure to the cribs
located at the offshore ends of the pipes.
Again the boat returned to shore, disembarked the ROV equipment and boarded the
scuba divers and the dive safety officer.
The cribs had been marked on the ROV excursion with a float and anchor. The first
diver in the water noted that the anchor had drifted. Having fixed the cribs using transit
12

markings, the boat was repositioned. The first diver at the new location found the first crib
immediately. A surface marker buoy was deployed. A diver at the surface held the Leica 360
degree prism while the shore party marked the point. This operation was repeated at the
second crib. Communications with shore was via hand-held radio. Joe Kenny was the dive
safety officer.
There was heavy pleasure boat traffic in the area. Diver down flags were displayed. No
other health and safety issues developed

Fig. 14 – Boat over cribs.
BOAT USE
The in-water survey of the pipelines on July 19, 2014 was conducted using a twenty
four foot Manitou pontoon boat provided and piloted by Joe Kinney. The boat had two dive
flags onboard that were visible from all angles. Emergency oxygen and first aid kit were
onboard. The boat was launched without divers and equipment from the Elmwood Marina,
early in the morning with favorable weather conditions. The boat travelled approximately
three miles to West End Beach where it was loaded with Scuba equipment and dive teams.
The loading and offloading of equipment and teams was conducted several times to maintain
safety and stability on the boat.
First use of the boat was to survey in the location of a metal tent-like structure in
approximately eight feet of water just offshore. The boat was located within 50 feet of the
dive teams at this time to maintain contact and provide a safety lookout for other boat traffic.
A Leica prism atop a pole allowed the team to survey the tent structure using the Total
Station.
Following that, the barrel’s position was fixed by a diver treading water directly above
the barrel with the point taken from shore using the Total Station.
The next use of the dive boat was to deploy a ROV and crew to search for the cribs
believed to be located at the end of pipeline two and pipeline three. By using the ROV to
locate the cribs the team then deployed a marker buoy to later deploy scuba divers for a full
survey. The cribs were located approximately 1/4 mile offshore at coordinates
44.9135289111372 / -85.50325273735966.After the initial ROV search was concluded, the
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boat returned to shore and offloaded all ROV equipment and then loaded all Scuba equipment
and the dive team.
Returning to the marker buoy deployed earlier the dive team found it had drifted. The
boat repositioned using transit points taken earlier of both cribs. Divers were deployed
successfully and released a surface marker buoy affixed to the crib. Due to the top of the
cribs’ location in thirty two feet of water the prism pole was unable to reach the surface
however an accurate measurement of their location was attained using the deployed surface
marker buoy.
All divers were checked into and out of the water using the NAS Dive Marshall Sheet
by the Safety Officers Ian Cundy and Joe Kinney. All divers maintained a position within 100
feet of the dive boat which had 2 dive flags deployed and all dive teams carried with them
their own diver down flag on a buoy. After the survey was completed the boat then offloaded
the dive team and equipment onshore and proceeded back to the Elmwood Marina.
Weather conditions were calm but wave action is possible that would make diving this
site difficult, as it is not sheltered except from the south. The bottom is hard sand with small
patches of seaweed. Algae blooms can limit visibility to less than ten feet. Visibility this day
was 20 feet +. On weekends pleasure boat traffic can create a hazard. Water temperatures
were 57 degrees at the time of the field survey, however, they can range from below 45
degrees to around 70 degrees. Wet or dry suits are required. Snorkeling can be done to the end
of the third pipe but scuba is required when diving the cribs.
SHORE OPERATIONS:
The Total Station was located in a public park called Clinch Park. NAS instructor Dr.
Mark Holley oversaw the Total Station’s operations by NAS Field School students. The
station was used to shoot detail points both on land and in the water. While the station was in
use, members of the public stopped and questioned the research party on their activities and
intent. The students supplied the answers and provided the people with a Public Information
sheet. (Appendix L)
The station was positioned over a monitoring well 36 feet from the seawall providing
line of sight for the laser. We used a two-way radio to communicate to the divers in the water
and to the people who surveyed the shoreline and seawall. The difficulty encountered was
heavy foot and bicycle traffic on the TART (Traverse Area Recreational Trail) trail located
between the Total Station and the seawall. Full sun exposure was also a problem. Despite the
problems encountered 33 points were successfully recorded for the survey over a four hour
period.
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FURTHER OPERATIONS:
On August 18, 2014, further survey operations were conducted. The purpose of this
second survey was to gather further information about each object for which a detail point was
taken. GPS location was required, depth below the water’s surface of each object, and the
dimensions of each object using direct measurement.
Onboard the boat were three divers, a dive marshal, and a recorder. Upon reaching the
location, two divers were dispatched in order to snorkel and locate the objects near shore.
Visibility was about ten feet. After much searching, the eastern and middle pipes were located
where they emerged from the bottom. The tent and grate were not located nor was the third
pipe where it emerges from the sand. To prevent diver fatigue, it was decided to mark the two
pipes, then have divers using scuba follow them to the barrel, as it was known that all pipes
converged at the barrel. The barrel was located and surveyed as planned. The divers continued
following the pipes to the cribs then surfaced. Anchor was made and the divers were provided
with a rest period and a change of air tanks for one of the divers. They descended and
surveyed both cribs as planned.
Information about depth, GPS, and measurements are unavailable for the grate, tent,
and easternmost pipe due to poor visibility and an inability to locate the desired artifacts.
Survey details follow. All measurements are in digital feet. Depths are determined by diver’s
computer.
WESTERNMOST PIPE: GPS: N44.46.076/W058.37.496 – Depth 15 feet – Diameter 1.8 feet.
MIDDLE PIPE: GPS: N/A – Depth 15 feet – Diameter 1.8 feet
Both pipes are in line with easternmost window on white building across Grandview
Parkway and 20 to 30 yards north of south seawall.
BARREL: GPS: N44.46.125/W085.37.469 – Depth 19 feet to top/24 feet to bottom –
Diameter 5.1 feet – Circumference 16.014 feet.
Locating barrel using transit: Position yourself in line with flagpole at end of break wall to the
east and at the ninety degree bend in the seawall to the south.
EASTERN CRIB: GPS:N44.46.264/W085.37.463 – Depth 28 feet at top/34 feet at bottom.
Length 14.2 feet – Width 14.0 feet – Circumference of pipe entering crib 6 feet 6
inches.
WESTERN CRIB: GPS: N/A - Depth 26 feet at top/32 feet at bottom.
Length 16.4 feet – Width 16.0 feet – Circumference of pipe entering crib 6 feet 6
inches.
Locating Cribs using visual transit: Position yourself north of white building with stern
of ship State of Michigan docked to east. The Park Place Hotel bisects this angle at forty-five
degrees. (As a consequence of poor visibility the divers could not state for certain they could
identify which was the Eastern and which was the Western crib.)
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Figure 15
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CONCLUSIONS:
Based on the research conducted on this project, our team concluded that these
underwater structures are associated with the Bayside Power Plant and the Waterworks Plant
were used for cooling and discharge. The Team spoke with city engineers, local historical
societies, Traverse City Light and Power, and Scuba North, to locate blue prints or maps
which would show evidence that the pipelines are an extension of the `power plant. These
contacts could not produce proof that these pipelines belonged to a specific business. Scouring
the internet did not lead us to any other assumption than that the pipeline is, and was, always
associated with the Bayside Power Plant.. The initial conclusion determined that the pipeline
was installed around 1946 when the power plant was originally built.
Researching the company that was involved with the demolition of the Bayside Power
Plant, Otwell Mawby, photographs of the Bayside Power Plant were discovered and a
reference to a man named Henry Campbell. Campbell was a familiar name that reoccurred
throughout the investigation. He was related to local history but was never connected to this
pipeline project. While researching Henry Campbell, we found that he was a pillar of the
community and built the historic Park Place Hotel. Five years later Campbell sold the hotel
and started his own waterworks company on the same exact location as the Bayside Power
Plant. After reading several publications and speaking with the Grand Traverse Historical
Society, we realized that the pipeline might not be from the Bayside Power Plant after all.
This new information led to a second conclusion that at that same location, 100 years earlier,
Henry Campbell, built the first waterworks in Traverse City in 1881. Campbell then sold his
Waterworks business in 1900 to Traverse City becoming Traverse City Waterworks. Over a
span of 30 years, Traverse City Waterworks laid new iron pipes to replace Campbell’s
original Waterworks infrastructure. Those pipes were the primary water source for the
residents of Traverse City until 1966 when Traverse City water works moved locations from
West Bay in Traverse City to East Bay in Traverse City.
A final conclusion was reached when commercial divers who maintained these
structures provided an oral history which defines the function of all structures associated with
this site. Their information shows that the grate, tent-like structure and two long pipes were
used by the power plant which .belonged to Traverse City Light and Power. The other pipe
served the waterworks, since relocated. (Record Eagle) (Otwell Mawby) (Traverse City
Historical Society) (Bob Anderson and Tom Donley)
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PRIMARY GOALS:
1. Learn underwater survey on a relatively safe site. Learn to use survey equipment
correctly.
2. Participants who are non-divers can benefit from doing shore recording operations.
3. Participants will learn to work as a team to accomplish archaeological research in a
safe yet enjoyable manner.
4. Contribute to NMC’s commitment to water studies in Grand Traverse Bay.
5. Publish the project result in a monograph, the NASMC.com website, in the NMC
Osterlin library, and in a single page flyer.
The first four goals were accomplished in the time allotted. The length and location of the
pipeline was determined as well as associated structures. Both divers and shore personnel
learned the limitations of a Total Station when water depth goes over ten feet, i.e. the prism
stick becomes difficult to control. It was discovered that over eighteen feet use of the Leica
prism should be hand held and positioned by a surface marker buoy is preferable. The final
two goals will be realized when this monograph is published and recorded.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. A plaque might be placed at the site indicating what is beneath the surface.
2. Present to community organizations using a Powerpoint presentation
3. As a team, it was decided that the pipeline would be an attraction for
divers, snorkelers, and underwater archeologists, regardless of its
historical origins. The findings would be used to promote tourism by
distributing pamphlet handouts of this site to local hotels, the Tourism
Bureau, local businesses, and locate this monograph at NMC Osterlin
Library.
4. It is also thought that this could be a good research project for people researching
the invasive mussel species in the Great Lakes as certain areas of the Pipeline are
completely clear of mussels and other parts of the pipeline are covered with
mussels.
5. The team also considered developing a web site to relay information to the
public, would be a useful public outreach tool.
6. Further survey could be done to locate the dimensions, depth, and GPS coordinates
of the grate, tent, and easternmost pipe, time permitting.
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